
Minutes Droevendaal meeting February  16th, 2016, 17:30, Common Barrack 

Present: 

Daan (69), Vivian (57), Johan (47), Simone (57), Merel (47), Thibault (47), Monica (47), 
Pieter (35), Clem (31), Joanne (37), Alin (81), Ferran (45), Hanna (45), Maurits (103), 
Milan (43), Anne (37), José (91), Ine (107), Philippo (35), Nicolo (51), Isabella (57), Julia 
(31), Roos (81, minutes), Luc (37, chair) 
Idealis: Eugene 
 
The previous minutes are approved. 
 

 

1. Start, practical issues 

- The pavement will be repaired in the coming months.  The path between 65 and 59 is covered 

with dirt and leaves.  Droevendalers have to take care themselves for this. 

- Give away shop. It is a mess! How do we want it? Never leave boxes with stuff! Don’t make a 

mess! Philippo (35) will help with the give away shop, to keep it tidy. 

- Bathroom issues. Seals in bathrooms are black of fungi. Do we need a ventilation system? Send 

a mail to Eugene if you want to have new kit-seals in the bathroom or if you have other problems 

with the bathroom. 

- In May there will be a garden competition again. Related to this a container will be put on 

Droevendaal to throw our big garbage away, twice. This will be done in March and in May.  

- The neighbours are putting their garbage in our containers. Glass, plastic and paper are 

allowed, the rest of the garbage perhaps not – Eugene will check. 

- Send Eugene an e-mail if there is some maintenance to the house that should be done. 

2. Common Barrack Committee 

Pieter is chair but would like to stop and there is no treasurer. We really need some new 

volunteers for the CB team! It’s not a lot of work: some replacement, facilitating cleaning, 

interaction with groups that use CB and contact with people that hire the CB. There is one 

person interested. 

 

3. Update CB activities 

See CB agenda on the website (http://www.droevendaal.nl/?i=45) 

 

4. Droef Cleaning Team 

Who wants to join? Luc will try to announce cleaning actions so that people can join 

spontaneously. Vivian is thinking about joining the team.  

- Electronic waste. Before there was someone to pick up electronic waste from Droef but this 

stopped. Electronic waste should not be put in the bike shed. Maybe we build a new place to 

put it? Luc will also ask the municipality to pick up this waste. 

 

5. Internet 

The new ADSL/VDSL system  functions good; no complains. 

 

6. Droeffest replacement  

José will plan a meeting for a droefparty something. Everybody can join! The plan is to make 

a small day party in June, and perhaps an evening party on another date; only for 

Droevendalers and direct friends. There will be no, repeat NO, September Droeffest like the 



(many) previous years. Alin, Daan, Maurits, Pieter, Simone, Monica,  Ine and Joanne would 

like to help organizing. 

 

7. Leftovers last Droeffest 

Pieter and Philippo (35) will put the inner wall in the bike shed back into place. 

Leftover like bitter lemon (6 crates) and Guaragula (1 crate) will be sold. José will send an 

email about this. 

 

8. Our attitude towards shared things 

Thibault will make a paper for the common things where you can put your name if you 

borrow something. For all stuff: label it, remind people to bring common stuff back.  

The small room with common stuff ( lamps, etc.) in the CB is locked, ask for a key to Pieter 

(35) if you need to enter.  

CB keys are in 69 and 61. Please bring them back after use! Responsibles for CB group users 

have a sometimes key themselves, don’t loose it! 

 

9. Burglary 

As always: Close windows against weird people and don’t put your laptop in front of the 

window. The weird person of a few months ago (that was sleeping on couches on Droef)  is 

not dangerous and known by the police. But he takes things away and might return, so watch 

your stuff! 

 

10. Things that can be organized 

- Joepie! José, Anne, Ferran, Maurits, Daan, Thibault and Alin want to help Roos (81) with a 

new version of our beautiful magazine Droevendalia. More people can join. Roos will send 

an email to set a brainstorm date. 

- Pet’s vaccination will be organized by Hanna, Timo and Nine (45) 

- Maintenance & lending out our collective grassmowers for the coming season: 

103 will discuss about this.  

- Thibault and Johan (47) will buy a new projector and make a workable new system to keep 

the beamer save on Droef. 

 

11. Question round 

- Vivian didn’t get an e-mail about the Droef meeting. If you don’t get emails please say it to 

Luc! Ask your housemates if they have problems getting emails and keep you housemates 

updated about for example droef meetings. 

- Joanne ask if it is nice to do more regularly (4x a year) droef meetings. Yes, we like it! Roos 

and Pieter will help organizing. 

- The VOKO team is currently Evelien (55), Kawire (61) en Maria (49?) 

- Merel complains about cars destroying the road sides. Stupid cars! This is already a issue for 

10 years. Please put your car in the parking and ask visitors to do the same. Maybe ask Idealis 

to put a plastic grid next to roads to make road sides more solid. And be creative (but 

respectful) with instructing parked car owners about the right behaviour... 

 


